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August 31, 2013... About 1,500 years BC, God had chosen the 12 tribes of Israel to represent 
the 12 Heavenly Constellations. He positioned the 12 tribes and their standards around The 
Tabernacle to symbolize the heavenly position of the constellations. 

I am impressed to re-emphasize how the 12 heavenly Constellations are all actual Libraries of 
Spiritual Information. And, they also have the capacity to release Divinely designed Energies 
on the Earth, or within God’s Spirit Earth (our physical bodies). I want to remind you that as 
Our Earth turns in its 24-hour rotation, it gives the appearance that we journey through all 12 
Constellations each night, making a complete a circuit. (The Hebrew word “circuit” is ‘erach’; 
#734: “high way.”) In actuality, it takes around twenty-six thousand years for our Earth and 
our Galaxy to complete the Heavenly Circuit; but we are given the opportunity to review the spiri-
tual significance of every Constellation’s message each night or 24-hour period.

For review: Jesus introduced believers to the reality that the greater cosmos Kingdom of 
Heaven is now within us. Therefore, we must look at the Bible’s symbolic and historical 
connections with Israel to discover how those parables reveal our own (other world) connections 
and learn how to be personally involved and individually responsible.

PSALM 19… Before continuing, I suggest that you stop and read the entire Psalm at this point.

I have selected the following excerpts from Psalms 19 to emphasize [my] perspective:  

Verse 1; The Heavens declare the glory [the concealed secrets] of God; and the firmament (#7549: 
‘raqiya,’ “the visible arc” [or rainbow from our view] sheweth [reveals] HIS handywork. 

Verse 2; Day unto day uttereth speech [prophesies], and night unto night [the Constellations] 
sheweth knowledge [educational information]. 

Verse 5; The bridegroom [our spiritual husband and our New Identity] rejoices [to recall that 
Christ has] run the race [for us]. 

Verse 7; The Law [the Torah record] of the LORD is perfect, converting the soul [converting from 
separation, into our unity with Him].

Note: Psalm 19 is a timely treasure of galactic information, but it is up high on the top shelf; you 
may require a ladder to reach it, but it will be worth the time and effort.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

PEAMBLE:  For my dream to make sense to you, we must be on the same page. Our Bible reveals 
that Our Messiah is also our life. We have always been part of His Body. It will be most helpful to 
remember that Adam and Eve chose to become God’s custodians of His Kingdom Garden through 
Knowledge when Eve, the mother of all living (behaving in the soul’s role), exchanged body fluids 
with the serpentine Nachash, the King of Canaan. She fell into the captivity of the evolutional 
flesh animal condition, and she lost her Spirit relationship with Our Kingdom family. Her condition 
was passed on to Adam and the entirety of the Adam race. Jesus volunteered (AS ONE of Us) 
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to be sent by The Father to correct the separation condition between our 
Father’s Kingdom and His people on earth. It would be helpful if we could 
agree on the basic Faith view: Our Spirit Father cannot share His Kingdom 
with the soul’s idea of duality resulting in flesh and spirit. Christ found that 
the only way out of the bondage of duality was to die (to the flesh) for us 
all, and equip us (through Christ’s Resurrection Life) to live single-minded 
to the Spirit.) The SIN that religion feeds on is duality; flesh and spirit.

I am persuaded and believe, by The Teaching Spirit, that our Spiritual focus (for our day) is to be 
fastened on The Constellation Aquarius, the man with the birthing water (the water of OUR Word 
for Now), for OUR Day Today. His day was Propheticaly introduced at the Cross of Christ, at the 
beginning of the Piscean (the two fishes) Age; but to be fulfilled, after two days, in this Day. 

Astronomers, including the U.S. Naval (navel) Observatory, reported that our Earth entered into 
The Aquarian influence (officially) on the 5th of May, 2001. On May 6th of that year, The Kentucky 
Derby was won by a horse named Pegasus. Pegasus is the first supporting witness Constellation in 
Aquarius. The Spiritual Message in Aquarius is fixed, but its revelation is influenced daily by the solar 
and lunar activities of planets and comets such as solar flares and partial eclipses.

As I suggested in part one of my article “I Had A Dream,”everything was in place (around 30 AD) 
including a solar eclipse at the same time Jesus hung on the cross, for the Earth to receive the 
central message of Aquarius. Jesus shed both blood and water as a prophetic revelation, as our 
Soul’s Bridegroom’s side was pierced on the cross. The prophecy depicted at Calvary is fulfilled 
when the Constellation Aquarius portrays the revelation of how water is present in birthing a new 
creation. The water portrayed by Aquarius being poured forth opened the Door for us to get the 
revelation of this Heavenly pageant.  

When He died AS us: He died to bury and erase mankind’s genetically inherited idea of separation 
from our Spiritual Soul. 

When He died AS us: He opened the door to the conscious belief of our intimate congenital 
Oneness... “As He is, so are we, in this world” (1st John 4:17). 
When He died AS us: He removed the blinders and allows our spiritual identity to embrace the 
functional male and female aspects of our humanity.

When He died AS us: We began growing as little children into our full comprehension of Christ 
in/as His New Creation.
   

Part 3 of “I Had A Dream” will be forthcoming.

Rudy Jones… on Higher Ground than I have found. 
(10/27/13)


